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Safety and Your DOXA
DOXA believes that nothing is more important than our customers welfare. With 
this in mind, please consider the following suggestions while enjoying your 
watch:

Diving can be hazardous sport.
Use common sense when diving. Possessing a dive watch does not qualify you 
to be a diver. Please obtain the requisite formal training before diving. Please 
review your Scuba Diving Safety prior to each dive.

Please make sure that you understand how to operate the bezel on your watch 
before you rely on it as an essential piece of dive equipment. If you are unsure 
as to how the bezel functions, contact a dive instructor, our company office, our 
web site or alternatively, use a dive computer.

Keep your watch out of the hands of children. It may pose as a chocking hazard 
or the edges may scratch or damage a child's sensitive skin.

Do not wear you DOXA SUB near machinery with moving parts that could snag 
or grab the watch.

In order to keep your watch working properly at all times please refer to your 
care and maintenance manual.
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Thank you for choosing a 
DOXA SUB 300T “Poseidon Edition”.

As watch enthusiasts as well as watchmakers, we know that 
there are many interesting watches to consider and we are 
glad that you made DOXA one of them. DOXA, which was 
founded in 1889, has a proud and rich heritage. DOXA 
watches have been worn on the wrists of divers, race car 
drivers and pilot. World famous author Clive Cussier, a 300T 
owner since 1968 gave an orange faced DOXA to his fictional 
action hero DIrk Pitt and we are proud to say that particular 
watch has helped save the world on numerous occasions.

We hope you enjoy owning your DOXA SUB 300T. Even if you 
are like us and your diving is limited to a pool, you do not fly 
your own plane, your racing consists of getting to work on 
time and you never save the world, we are confident that a 
DOXA will enrich your life and add to the adventures that 
come your way.
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This will sufficiently wind the movement so 
that it has sufficient power to begin wearing.  
Now that you have manually wound the 
watch, your normal wrist and arm 
movements will continue to generate power 
reserve in the watch, literally "self-winding" 
it.  When fully-wound, your SUB 300T 
should have an average power reserve of 42 
hours.

P3 Date Setting Position
 
To set the date:
 
Gently pull the crown once to Position 3 
(P3) and turn it clockwise to adjust the date.
 
In months with fewer than 31 days, you will 
need to manually advance the date at the 
end of the month.
 
IMPORTANT - Please do not manually 
change the date when the hour hand is 
between 10:00 PM and 2:00 AM.  The 
automatic date function of the watch is 
actively engaged during this four hour 
period (the pinions are being repositioned to 
carry out the automatic date change), and 
by manually engaging the date while the 
hour hand in this four hour period it is 
possible to damage the self-winding 
movement.

P1 NORMAL POSITION 
(SCREWED-DOWN, NORMAL OPERATION)

Your DOXA is equipped with a screw-in 
crown that keeps your watch water resistant 
at depths up to 1000 meters/3300 feet. 
Please make sure the screw-in crown is 
screwed down before submerging your 
watch in water.

The SUB 300T is equipped with an 
automatic (self-winding) movement that is 
wound by the normal movement of your 
wrist.

Before you wear your DOXA SUB 300T
 for the first time (or after a long period of not 
wearing your watch), you will need to 
manually wind it to get it started.  
IMPORTANT – NEVER shake your self-
winding watch to get it started.  This can 
damage the movement. 

P2 Winding Position
 (for manually winding the watch)

To manually wind the watch:
 
Please unscrew the crown by turning it 
counterclockwise.  It will gently "pop" when 
the crown has been completely unscrewed.  
The crown is now in Position 2 (P2).
 With the crown in Position 2 (P2) please 
gently turn the crown 30 - 50 times in a 
clockwise direction.  

GETTING STARTED 
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IMPORTANT:
ALWAYS be sure that the crown is fully 
screwed down.  Your watch will NOT be 
water-resistant if the crown is not 
completely screwed down and in position 1 
(P1).  Please note that improper 
use/operation of the crown will invalidate the 
warranty.  
 
If for any reason you are unable to operate 
the crown of your watch - please contact 
AQUADIVE customer care immediately. 

P4 TIME SETTING POSITION
 
TO SET THE TIME: 

Gently pull the crown to the outermost 
position (P4) and turn it counterclockwise 
until you have the correct time.  Gently push 
the crown towards the case until you feel 
some resistance.  Still gently pushing the 
crown towards the case, turn the crown 
clockwise (do not apply excessive force!), 
until the crown is fully screwed down and in 
Position 1 (P1).

GETTING STARTED 
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The dive bezel of the DOXA SUB diver 
watch series consists of an outer ring 
indicates the dive depth for a no 
decompression dive, an inner ring indicating 
the corresponding dive time and yellow 
decent marker.

EXAMPLE:

For a 100ft/30 metres dive your no-
decompression limit would be 25 minutes 
according to your dive table bezel. 

 
At the beginning of your decent rotate the 
bezel lining up the decent marker of the 
bezel with the minute hand. 

Assuming that the deepest postion of your 
dive is at 100ft depth start ascending once 
the minute hand reaches the corresponding 
100ft mark on the outer ring of the bezel.

The corresponding mark on the inner bezel 
will tell you that your no-decompression limit 
in this case was 25 minutes.

A.

B.

BEZEL OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS  
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Your DOXA SUB has been manufactured 
using superlative materials and has been 
built to not only meet, but exceed the 
stringent Swiss quality standards.

Every DOXA SUB Re-edition model is 
covered by a 2 years (24 month) warranty 
effective from the original date of purchase. 
The warranty protects and covers the 
watch, and specifically excludes damage 
caused by accident, misuse, abuse or 
neglect by the owner. It also does not cover 
any improper or unauthorized service or 
repair.

This warranty does not cover the bracelet, 
or strap. The decision to repair or replace a 
watch belongs solely to DOXA.

Should your DOXA require servicing during 
this time period, your watch will be serviced 
and returned to you at no additional cost. 
You can rest assured that your DOXA is 
being taken care of by the people who 
created it.

In the unlikely event that your DOXA needs 
servicing during the warranty period, please 
contact our service team at 
help@doxawatches.com, or by calling our 
toll-free number (877) 255 5017 and 
request an RMA form. PLEASE DO NOT 
send your watch without a completed and 
approved RMA form. You will be given 
instructions on how to package your watch 
for shipping and where to send it.

WARRANTY
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All DOXA Re-edition models are covered by 
24 month ship-in warranty, which means in 
case your watch needs warranty repair 
carried out within the period of 24 months 
from the date of purchase, your watch will 
be repaired, adjusted etc.. and returned to 
you at no extra charge, so you can rest 
assured that your watch is being taken care 
of by the hands who initially made it and 
know it best.

In case your watch needs repair, please 
contact our service team at 
help@doxawatches.com and request the 
RMA form.

Please do NOT send your watch without the 
RMA form. Please note that when you ship 
your watch back to DOXA that you have to 
state “repair” on the custom paper work. 
Please do NOT send the heavy original tube 
due to the high shipping costs involved.

SERVICE
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Montres DOXA SA
Rue de Zurich 23, CH-2500 Bienne 8, 
Switzerland
 
DOXA watches USA
North American Customer service office
Houston, TX, 77057, USA
 
DOXA Watches USA
Customer Service Line
1 877 255 5017
 
DOXA Watches Europe
Customer Service Line
+43 1 577 35 35 13

doxawatches.com
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